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Game Name: Papa Louie Pals 1.8.1 Download Papa Louie Pals Mod APK works perfectly on any Android device smoothly, unlock all upgrade graphics, player transfer. Development Company: Flipline The current studio version: 1.8.1 where you create characters and stories in the world of Papa Louie!, design and save your own unique
collection of Pals and use them to create scenes and stories to share. Create tons of PALS now it's easier than ever to design your own character! Use sliders to adjust your friend's body, choose from a wide range of skin tones and hair colors, and add more details such as freckles and makeup, let your friends find just the right hairstyle
for that perfect look and change the mouth and eye patterns to give them some personality. Switch to the clothing section at any time to choose from hundreds of unique shirts, trousers, skirts, jackets, hats and accessories for Your pal and change the color of each item to create an amazing costume. Combine your friends with word
bubble scenery and props to set up your own custom. You can place pals wherever you want in the scene and use gestures to rotate and resize them. Choose from a wild assortment of poses for each character, and change their facial expressions to match their mood. There are a variety of backgrounds that you can use in your scene to
help tell your story and dozens of devices that your friends can hold in their hands. If you have something to say, you can also add word bubbles and captions to the scene! Add Louis's father and his friends, your friends, friends looking for more friends? You can also combine Papa Louie and his famous customers from his many
restaurants, such as Papa's Freezer!, several existing customer sets with a handful of customers, tons of new backgrounds and accessories for your scenes, as well as new clothes that any of your custom pals can use. Save and SHAREOnce you have created a scene, you can save images to your device or share it with your friends via
text or on social media! You can also reverse and edit recorded scenes and pals whenever you want. Endless possibilities use images of your scenes for all sorts of things like comic strips, memes, or graphic fan fiction. Show your character's design, create crazy situations for your pals or tell stories in many scenes. The game features - a
built-in tool in the Papa Louie universe, designing custom characters with hundreds of items, clothes, hairstyles and more - creating scenes with your pals. Choose from multiple backgrounds, including outdoor space layouts and indoor scenes- give props to your friends in your custom scenes, add word bubbles and captions to tell stories-
get customers pack to add poseable customers, new backgrounds and other themed props and clothes you are fashionable? Do you dream of becoming a famous designer? Do you love the perfect combination of colors combined with new and unique styles of clothing? Come with Papa Louie Pals, a very exciting fashion game for flipline
studio publishers, it's time for you to freely show your personality and fashion sense, then download and see the game's specials now! Building Pals is just the beginning! One exciting thing about playing this game is - unlike other fashion games - instead of matching clothes, skirts, shoes, etc. that are provided to beautiful and hot girls, you
will be a special designer for ... interesting pals, right? Cute and cute them. First, you can create your own Pal, not a template that contains You can customize the shape of your body, adjust the color of your skin, face, hairstyle to your posture. You can also change the look of your face to suit pal situations and gestures. Do you want your
character to be male or female, fat or thin, light or dark skin, freckles or not, curly or long hair, long or short hair, laughing or angry? There are several options for you, and from there you can create hundreds of types of characters as you need. However, that's not all. After you have created the Pal with the right shape, you will start
designing different fashion styles for it. From T-shirts, shirts, pants, shoes, hats, skirts, ... Each type has hundreds of different styles. You can choose freely from any style inventory you like; Without stopping, having a game gives you the opportunity to be more creative than that. In addition to choosing a style, you can choose the color you
want. A palette with more than 50 colors to choose from. After creating friends and naming them, you can instantly put your character into the scene. Freedom to choose backgrounds and actions for characters, you can also create a simple conversation sequence in the frame between your character and another character. From a
designer, you become a fun comic book creator. A variety of accessories, such as cakes, gift bags, or phones, will help you a lot. It's time to write your own story and share it with your friends! The graphics and summary game have simple 2D graphics, different colors and frames are very bright, giving youth and comfort to the players. The
content of the game is designed in detail. The meticulous and realistic frame allows for a more beautiful birth 20/10/2014. You can become a fashion designer and become a cartoon artist. What else is there? Let your creativity shine in Papa Louie Pals, where you create characters and stories in father Louis's world! Design and save your
own unique collection of pals and use them to create scenes and stories to share. Create tons of PALS now it's easier than ever to design your own character! Use sliders to adjust your friend's body, choose from a wide range of skin tones and hair colors, and add more details such as freckles and makeup, let your friends find just the
right hairstyle for that perfect look and change the mouth and eye patterns to give them some personality. Switch to the clothing section at any time to choose from hundreds of unique shirts, trousers, skirts, jackets, hats and accessories for Your pal and change the color of each item to create an amazing costume. Combine your friends
with word bubble scenery and props to set up your own custom. You can place pals wherever you want in the scene and use gestures to rotate and resize them. Choose from a wild assortment of poses for each character, and change their facial expressions to match their mood. There are a variety of backgrounds that you can use in your
scene to help tell your story and dozens of devices that your friends can hold in their hands. If you have something to say, you can also add word bubbles and captions to the scene! Add Louis's father and his friends, your friends, friends looking for more friends? You can also combine Papa Louie and his famous customers from his many
restaurants, such as Papa's Freezer!, several existing customer sets with a handful of customers, tons of new backgrounds and accessories for your scenes, as well as new clothes that any of your custom pals can use. Save and SHAREOnce you have created a scene, you can save images to your device or share it with your friends via
text or on social media! You can also reverse and edit recorded scenes and pals whenever you want. Endless possibilities use images of your scenes for all sorts of things like comic strips, memes, or graphic fan fiction. Show your character's design, create crazy situations for your pals or tell stories in many scenes. The game features - a
built-in tool in the Papa Louie universe, a custom character design with hundreds of items, clothes, hairstyles and more - created scenes with pals you create. Choose from several backgrounds, including outdoor space layouts and indoor scenes - giving props to your friends in your The scene- Add word bubbles and descriptions to tell
stories- get customers pack to add poseable customers, new backgrounds, and props to more themes and clothes. Create and save your own unique collection of pals and use them to create scenes and stories to share. It's easier than ever to create your own character! Use the slider to adjust your friend's body to choose from a wide
range of skin tones and hair colors and add more details like plowing and make-up your Pal. Find just the right hairstyle for that perfect look and change the mouth and eye patterns to give them a little personality. Switch to the clothing section at any time to choose from hundreds of original shirts, pants, skirts, coats, hats and accessories
for your Pal and change the color of each item to create an amazing outfit. Combine your friends with word bubble scenery and props to organize your own custom scenes. You can place pals wherever you want in the scene and use gestures to rotate and resize them. Choose from a variety of poses for each character and change their
facial expressions to match their mood. There are a variety of backgrounds that you can use in your scene to help tell your story and dozens of devices that your friends can hold in your hands. If you have something to say, you can also add text balloons and captions to the scene! Add Papa Louie and his friends, friends, friends looking
for more friends? You can also combine Papa Louie and his famous customers from his restaurants such as Freezeria Made Papa! several existing customer packages, which include a handful of customers, tons of new backgrounds and accessories for their scenes, as well as new outfits that your custom pals can wear. Save and
SHAREAfter scene creation, you can save images to your device or share it with your friends via text or on social media! You can also reverse and edit recorded scenes and pals whenever you want. Endless possibilities use images of your scenes for all kinds of things like comic books, memes, or graphic fan fiction. Present your
character drawings, create crazy situations for your friends, or tell stories through various scenes. - Game Features The creation of papa louie's universe - custom design characters with hundreds of items, clothes, hairstyles and more - creates scenes with pals created. Choose from various backgrounds including outdoor space layouts
and indoor scenes - support your friends in your custom scenes, add word bubbles and captions to tell the story. Get customer packs to add poseable customers to new backgrounds and props and clothing.
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